2001 buick regal power steering pump replacement

Reina helped make these videos. The video above shows you the steps needed to check the
power steering fluid level in your Buick Regal. Checking the power steering fluid level in your
Regal is relatively easy and should be done once a month or if you are experienced difficulty
turning the wheel or steering your Regal. Your Regal should be parked on a level surface and
your 3. If the power steering fluid level in your Regal is low, fill it up to the maximum line with
power steering fluid and check it again in a week to determine if you have a leak. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Odd
electrical problems that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse - check and
change yours here! Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see
how to check your interior fuses here! Driving with your phone pressed against your ear is
illegal in many places. See how to talk hands free! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Car Displayed: Chevrolet Impala 3. Share on. Full list of
part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Check for a blown engine fuse. Check for a blown interior fuse. Replace an
interior fuse. Pair your phone. See all videos for the Buick Regal. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything Buick is acclaimed for crafting
well-designed and dynamic autos that look as good as they function. No matter if you race your
vehicle or just appreciate driving a high-performance vehicle, the best quality auto parts are
vital. By enabling your motorist to consume gas more efficiently, performance parts raise power
ratings while lowering excess gas wastage. Your vehicle's Buick Power Steering Pump comes
from a pump made for steam-powered engines in the 19th century, in reply to the need for
superior responsiveness in maneuverability. Your Buick Power Steering Pump is installed near
the front of the vehicle and is driven by a belt and pulley. Any car not outfitted with a Buick
Power Steering Pump is difficult to steer because it requires more rotating force when not
moving than is convenient for most people. Your vehicle's Buick Power Steering Pump works
by generating hydraulic leverage which assists in turning your vehicle. A broken Buick Power
Steering Pump will make driving difficult and will definitely be a substantial safety problem.
Parts Geek. I had been looking for this part and either found it way over my budget our not the
one i needed. Finally I found a good quality and great price! Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we
will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Park Avenue. Commercial Chassis. Estate Wagon. GS Gran Sport. Somerset
Regal. A1 Cardone. AC Delco. Atlantic Automotive. Atlantic Automotive Eng. BBB Industries.
DIY Solutions. Buick Power Steering Hose. Buick Ignition Lock Assembly. Buick Ignition Lock
Housing. Buick Ignition Switch. Buick Steering Gearbox. Buick Idler Arm. Buick Air Bag
Clockspring. Buick Steering Rack. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
A1 Cardone Power Steering Pump. Core Price [? Features: All critical components cam packs,
spool valves, etc. HNBR does not break down at high temperatures like conventional seal
material. As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit.
FInal pump assembly is computer-tested to measure pressure, bypass, fluid flow, valve
operation, steering effort and noise to ensure reliable performance. Shafts are surfaced to
precise specifications to eliminate premature seal wear and extend pump life. Manufactured
with premium grade, high-temperature seals for added durability under all driving conditions.
Precise bushing alignment prevents premature shaft and seal wear, significantly reducing noise
and vibration. Units are supplied with reservoir and cap when applicable to reduce installation
time and prevent contamination from trapped debris. Hose Port Type 0. Product SKU: W
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to
fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product
standards. Read more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Buick Regal. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine
Buick Rendezvous. Vehicle Buick Enclave. Vehicle Buick Rendezvous. Vehicle Buick LeSabre.
Vehicle Engine Buick LaCrosse. Vehicle Buick Century. Catalog: F. Vehicle Buick Riviera.
Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. The part for sale is in
good, working condition. If you have a problem with the part simply let us know and we will
send a replacement if available or give refund. If you need help with returning an item, send us a
message. We are here to help. If you need to return a part via freight please contact us.
Shipping costs will not be refunded if the part was ordered incorrectly. Morris Rose Auto Parts

Inc. Pick up at our facilities is available. Items will be shipped within business days of purchase.
No expedited shipping available. If a non-freight item arrives damaged, please contact us via
ebay messaging within 24 hours for instructions. If a freight item arrives damaged do not sign
for it. Once you sign for it is hard to make a claim with the shipper. If you have a question about
a part please contact us before purchasing. Click the "Ask A Question" tab to contact us. We try
to answer all messages and offers within 24 hours except on weekends. We are open
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm. Morris Rose Auto Parts has been in the automotive recycling
business since Parts Grading. Please disregard the parts grading note above as this is a note
automatically generated by the program we use. You will want to read the descriptive notes
regarding the condition of this part. Grading is based on any necessary repair time required to
make the panel "Like New. A unit, which is defined by a whole number represents damage that
can be covered by a credit card sized object. An item noted has no noted damage. If it has any
other note- please contact us and we can let you know what that damage code stands for. Color
match is not guaranteed since all paints fade differently. Welcome to our eBay Store! Please see
freight shipping information below for more information. If this is a freight item we will be
calling you to confirm fitment of this part, the shipping address and the phone number on file
for our freight carrier before this item ships. We will not be able to ship this out until we speak
with you on the phone so please make sure that the phone number in your eBay account is
current. Our freight carrier requires a commercial business address with a loading dock or
forklift to unload the truck. Most of our customers choose to ship directly to the shop that is
installing their part as long as it is a commercial business address. Our carrier cannot deliver
this part to a residential address. We do have access to specialty freight carriers that can
deliver to a residential address. They charge a premium for this service so please contact us
first to get a shipping quote if you need it delivered to a residential address. If you cannot
provide a commercial business address, we can deliver this part to a freight terminal for your
pickup at no additional charge. Please contact us first so that we can give you the location of
your closest freight terminal. Without the power steering pump working on your Buick LeSabre,
you are going to have a difficult time steering. To replace the power steering pump, you are
going to have to remove a pulley that is connected to the power steering pump. The power
steering pump is on the driver side of the engine compartment, and a plastic reservoir is
connected to the top of the pump containing the power steering pump fluid. Remove the nut
that is connecting the pulley to the engine and power steering pump using the wrench. Place
the drain container below the power steering pump reservoir. Remove the nut on the hose that
is connected to the power steering pump and allow the fluid to drain. Remove the power
steering pump reservoir by unhooking the clips on the right and left side of the reservoir.
Remove the bolts that are mounting the power steering pump to the engine using the wrench.
Pull the power steering pump off the engine. Mount the new power steering pump onto the
engine and tighten the bolts using the wrench. Reconnect the power steering pump reservoir to
the top of the power steering pump. Reconnect the power steering pump hose and tighten the
nut using the pliers. Replace the pulley to the engine and fill the power steering pump up with
power steering pump fluid. Living in Tucson, Ariz. Items you will need Wrench Drain container
Pliers New power steering pump. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront
and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days
a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The power steering pump is a belt-driven or electric-driven
hydraulic pump that generates the hydraulic pressure needed to provide power steering assist.
It develops output pressures of 1, PSI or more. The pump output is directed to the steering gear,
often a rack and pinion type unit, where the hydraulic pressure pushes on the steering rack,
greatly reducing the effort it would otherwise take to turn the steering wheel. If the power
steering pump is operated without an adequate amount of fluid, and the pump reservoir will not
hold fluid due to a large leak. The pump could seize, which would snap the serpentine belt and
likely leave you stranded. If the pump turns and there is adequate fluid, but there is no power
assist, it will require much greater effort to turn the steering wheel, and that presents inherent
safety risks. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Power Steering. When
to consider replacing the power steering pump: Groaning or whining noise when turning. Noise
can occur if there is wear on the pump bearings or impeller vanes. A low fluid level or trapped
air can also cause noises. If the pump has already been operating while dry, adding fluid may
not resolve the noise and replacement of the pump might be necessary. Power steering fluid
leaks. Leaks can develop at pump seals, threaded connections, hoses, or on the steering rack
and pinion unit. Pump seal leaks will generally require a replacement. Difficult steering. Should
you notice it is harder to turn the steering wheel, it might mean the power steering pump output
pressure is too low, or there could be blockages in the pump or lines. Damage to the pump

pulley. Should the pump pulley become damaged or is loose on the pump shaft, you might
detect vibration, drive belt damage, or hard steering. Either the pulley will have to be serviced or
the pump assembly replaced. How do mechanics replace the power steering pump? If driven by
a drive belt, the power steering pump is bolted to the engine via a bracket that allows for
adjustment of the pump drive belt. Once the engine is cold, and safe to work on, the drive belt is
removed. If driven by an electric pump, the pump may be mounted in conjunction with the
steering shaft or in conjunction with the steering rack. With either a drive belt or electric pump,
removal of any dash, panel, or steering components is performed to access the pump. The
threaded connectors to the pump inlet and outlet are loosened and removed. Any mounting
bolts and brackets are removed so the pump can be removed. If the old pump has failed
catastrophically, or there is reason to suspect contaminants in the power steering hoses, the
system is flushed. The new pump is bolted on, the pressure and return hoses attached and the
system is bled of all air. Finally, the engine is run and the car is road tested to confirm normal
steering effort. If a new drive belt was installed, belt tension is measured again, and adjusted as
needed, after the belt has run for a few minutes. Is it safe to drive with a power steering pump
problem? When replacing the power steering pump keep in mind: Any belts driving the pump
should be inspected and replaced as needed. The pump will only produce the required
hydraulic pressure if it is driven by the belt at an adequate speed. Power steering leaks from
aged rubber hoses, particularly where the rubber is crimped to the steel tube, are not unusual
and should be carefully inspected. The system operates under high pressure. The fluid is
flammable, and if leaking fluid happens to contact a hot engine part, a fire might result. You
always want to be sure the hoses and connections are sound. Yourmechanic was featured in.
Popular Buick Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Buick mechanics Real
customer reviews from Buick owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. How can we
help? Read FAQ. Service type Power Steering Pump Replacement. The final product, in , was
not nearly as technologically advanced as the concept. The LeSabre enjoyed a long production
life, as it continued uninterrupted through The LeSabre came standard with hydraulic power
steering. Locating the power steering reservoir can be difficult, as Buick positioned it out of
plain sight. Buick tucked the LeSabre's power steering reservoir near the rear of the engine
compartment. Buick positioned it underneath the alter
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nator. Turn the engine off and allow the engine to cool until it's cool to the touch. Loosen the
power steering reservoir cap and pull it from the power steering reservoir. Wipe the dipstick
attached to the cap, reinstall the cap and tighten it. Remove the cap again and check that the
fluid level reaches the "Full Cold" mark on the dipstick. The Buick LeSabre's power steering
system is a sealed system and should never lose fluid. If the fluid is low, this means there is a
leak in the system that requires repair. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been
published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the
professional automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in
broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Low Fluid The Buick LeSabre's power
steering system is a sealed system and should never lose fluid.

